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ABSTRACT

The need for transparent and consistent decision making in nuclear emergency management across local, regional,
national and international levels is well recognised. Several decision support systems have been developed to help
achieve this; but, by and large, with little consultation with potential DMs and with limited understanding of the
emergency management procedures across Europe and how they differ.
This work, part of a European Fifth Framework project EVATECH, considers the application of process modelling to
document and compare the emergency management process in four countries. We have observed that the four process
models are substantially different in their organizational structure and identified differences in where decisions are made,
the management of advice and the communication network style. This papers focus is on the results of the comparison
and the implications for the design and use of decision support systems.
Keywords
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INTRODUCTION

There is now a range of decision support systems (DSS) to support decision makers (DMs) in nuclear emergencies. These
have been designed to support decision-making across Europe. However, there has been little recognition that
emergency management procedures can differ not only between countries but also between regions within a country
(French, Bartzis, Ehrhardt, Lochard, Morrey, Papamichail, Sinkko and Sohier, 2000). Thus there is now a need to tailor
the systems to both match the needs of the DMs and incorporate an understanding of the emergency management
processes that they are designed to serve.
The work reported here is part of a European Fifth Framework project EVATECH: information requirements and
countermeasure evaluation techniques in nuclear emergency management. The overall objective is to enhance the
quality and coherence of response to nuclear emergencies in Europe by improving the decision support methods, models
and processes in ways that take into account the expectations and concerns of the many different parties involved. One
aspect of the project has involved the modelling and comparison of four European countries, Belgium, Germany,
Slovakia and the UK, offsite nuclear emergency management process using process modelling techniques. The driving
force of the comparison has been to understand the processes in Europe in order to improve the DSS built to support them.
This paper will discuss the initial results and conclusions.
RESULTS OF COMPARISON

In this comparison we have taken different viewpoints to emphasise different features in the process models to explore
and compare. We chose to explore two key aspects of the process models produced, the structure of the model and the
key activities involved. Through the exploration of the models we are able to discuss responsibilities, communication
and interaction, and the decision making process. The main differences found in the models are the following,
•

There is a difference in whether communication is established around a centralised decision making centre or
built upon interactions within and between a national and local level. This difference has been explored using
network diagrams.

•

There is a difference in the models regarding decision making, which is whether decisions are made locally or
nationally. This results in at least two generic decision making processes;

•

There is a possible continuum of approaches to the management of advice to DMs. This continuum has at one
end advice based on one assessment model/tool and at the other end a different model/tool used by each expert
providing advice;
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How the models differ in the aspect is illustrated in Table 1. The models are unique in these aspects, with no two models
sharing more than one characteristic.
Belgium

Germany

Slovakia

UK

Communication

National

Local

National

Local

Decision
making

Favour limited
model
approach

Favour limited
model
approach

Favour
multiple model
approach

Favour
multiple model
approach

Management of
advice

Centralised
decision
making

Decision
making
through 2-level
interaction

Decision
making
through 2-level
interaction

Centralised
decision
making

Table 1. Similarities in the process models

Although the way countries organise their emergency management is different we have observed the basic activities are
the same, identifying five basic types of activities in emergency management monitoring, technical support and advice,
decision-making, implementation and communication: see Figure 1.
Monitoring results
Decision making
Technical support,
assessment and advice

Implementation

Liaison

Communication to the public and media and internationally

Figure 1. Generic emergency management decision-making process
Communication style

There are two types of communication and interaction that we could consider; firstly communication and interaction
between the responsible agencies, i.e. internal communication, and secondly communication between these and the
public, media and also with other organisations internationally, i.e. external communication. We can explore the former,
and to some extent the latter, using network diagrams looking at the relationships between the different centres and
organisations. For this we have identified four main types of links; providing information, assessment, support and
advice; providing the countermeasure decision; coordinating the provision of information to the public, media and
internationally and implementing countermeasures and providing feedback. The following Figure 2 shows (simplified)
network diagrams for the four countries.
In considering the differences between the models it seems that the networks can be summarised by two general networks
Figure 3 illustrates these two general networks observed, the first referred to as Centralised Decision Making and
Evaluation and the second Decision-making through Interaction between Local and National Levels.
Considering first Centralised Decision Making and Evaluation: this shows a centre that receives information and advice
from the nuclear power plant (NPP) and information and support from potentially several other sites in order to evaluate
the situation and make decisions. The decisions made are given to an implementation centre, team or organisation who
implement the countermeasures and provide feedback on the progress. The main group will be providing information to
the public, media and internationally throughout, or possibly giving the relevant information and support to another
centre or organisation. An important difference between countries using this approach may be the number of
organisations sites and other groups involved.
The two countries we considered using this approach, the UK and Belgium, had very different numbers of technical
centres; one had a few and the other had many. In both of these countries models there are clearly established links
between the main centre and the other sites; this is often through the organisations’ representative at the main centre.
Hence, it can be considered that having more organisations sites involved does not necessarily increase the complexity of
the coordination, if well managed, as it is a different individual or group responsible for each of the interactions, not
through one communication channel. In both models it is also seen that there are close links and collaboration between
the decision-making and the communication: through a designated information coordination group.
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Figure 2. Emergency management communication networks in the four countries
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Figure 3. Two types of emergency management communication network

The Interaction Model shows two levels working on the emergency management with regular liaison, advice, assessment
and technical support, monitoring results and feedback between the two levels. The NPP will provide technical
information and advice on the implementation of countermeasures to the local level. The National level may receive this
technical information directly from the NPP or via institutions or authorities in the local level. The local level will
implement countermeasures and inform the local public. The National level will brief ministers and inform the public,
media and internationally.
In the two countries that used this approach, Germany and Slovakia one had decision making at the national level and the
other at the local level. This difference is also reflected by the number of nodes in the network for each level. In the
Slovak network there is one node to represent local centres that are set up at the county, district and municipality levels
and would have appropriate liaison, whereas the German network there are five nodes for the local level. In both
countries there may be different local centres set up for different areas within a region and there are also higher-level
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centres involved. It seems in both models there is a lot of structured communication and appropriate redundancy in the
communication channels.
If we consider both networks, they are a high level abstraction of the potential interactions, and contain speckled ovals,
which represent a possible high number of groups or organisations interacting. Both networks show the majority of the
same types of interaction, on this high level, technical information, information and advice, liaison and feedback,
monitoring results, assessment and technical support, and information to the local public, media and internationally. The
difference with respect to visible links is, firstly, the advice that is shared between the Local and National level is within
the main centre in the centralised model. Secondly, in the two-level model there is no link for information on the
decision made, this is as it could be part of the national level advice or within the Local network.
As we initially stated, neither model is a perfect illustration for any of the models: the important message lies in the
distinctions. The coordination of the emergency management and the communication infrastructure in each of these
network types may need a different emphasis. For example, the centralised model needs a good communication network
to get information to the main decision-making centre, within the main centre there is more flexibility and
communication and meetings between different groups, liaison representatives and the whole centre can be arranged as
appropriate. The two-level model will probably have many interactions both within the Local and National level and
across the two, usually this will need a more robust communication network throughout the emergency management.
The latter model may also need more abundant communication channels than the centralised model due to more
communication across centres and sites.
Decision making process

A wide range of organisations are involved in the decision-making. If decision-making is conducted on a national level,
there are a range of relevant government ministries involved. If decisions are made locally, there are local area
representatives and expert advisors from local and national agencies. Wherever the decisions are made, the situation is
discussed, advice is given and decisions are made in regular strategic management meetings, chaired by a senior
government representative or by a senior area representative from the local government or police. The decision-making
processes in the four countries can be seen in Figure 4.
In the four processes there is an emphasis on continuous liaison and communication with the public, media and
internationally and where appropriate with supervisory organisations and support organisations. A key differential noted
earlier is where the locus of control is sited; central government level, regional government level or more locally. From
the figure we can observe that Belgium and Slovakia have central government decision-making and Germany and the UK
have a local centre who are responsible for the decision making. This difference is impacted further when we consider
the decision making process outlined in Figure 4. Not only do Belgium and Slovakia have a national and local centre
they appear to have a more rigid framework for the provision of advice. In these countries there is a specified group of
technical and social experts who evaluate the information and provide information to the decision making group. In
Germany and the UK it seems there is a more flexible approach to the provision of advice, with the DMs and the advisors
located in the same centre.
From exploring the models we see that there is little difference to the information types (NPP status, meteorology,
monitoring data etc.) that are given to the DMs; the difference is how. When there is a national centre the information is
dealt with by an evaluation group who then provide advice to the decision making group. When there is a local centre
information and advice is fed directly into the decision-making centre, and the different representatives there will provide
information and advice to the DMs. Hence we suggest that there are at least two generic emergency management
processes, see Figure 5.
A. Decisions made and coordinated by one centre (local centre)
B. Decision made by one centre (national centre) and coordinated by another centre (local centre).
In case A there is a local decision making centre where the representatives at the centre get technical evaluation and
information from their organisations, or from other organisations. In case B there is a national decision making centre
From the
that has an evaluation group with a range of representatives that provide advice to a group of DMs.
information presented in the process models it is considered that the generic approach A is less structured than approach
B and has more staff involved at one centre. Though it is expected that in both approaches the decision making may
involve both the establishment of advisory groups, large strategic meetings for decision making and smaller ad hoc group
meetings for discussion and information sharing.
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Figure 4. Emergency management decision-making process in the four countries
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Figure 5. Two types of emergency management decision-making
Management of advice

Lets first focus on the use of DSS to provide evaluation and advice. Through exploring the current decision support we
have found the output from DSS and models are used in the evaluation and advice that is given to DMs by experts. In
Belgium, Germany, Slovakia and the UK technical assessment teams use DSS/models/tools to produce assessment. In the
UK this assessment is then discussed with technical experts at the local emergency centre who will provide advice and be
involved in discussions. In Slovakia the technical experts work closely with the decision making centre’s operational
team, assisting them in their provision of common advice to the decision making group, of which they are a part. In
Germany a radiation protection expert advisor will provide the disaster control centre with the information from the
systems and groups on both the state and federal levels. In Belgium the Evaluation Cell use output model results from
the NPP and provide a radiological assessment to the Decision Cell through a liaison representative.
More generally in emergency management the main decision making centre gets information and advice from several
different groups. There were two approaches observed for the management of advice, which are illustrated through the
use of DSS. Two of the countries have a similar approach, Slovakia and the UK, both having groups, who together
provide common advice on the situation. In both countries these groups are members of the decision-making centre, the
difference is where they are located, in one they are located with the technical support and in the other they are at the
decision making centre. The other two countries Belgium and Germany, both have a group or organisation who provide
assessment and evaluation, neither are part of the decision making centre or cell, they are an integral part of the
emergency management centre providing advice through a representative or liaison officer.
These approaches all ensure that the different viewpoints are incorporated into the decision making process. The
difference is the approach to the management of advice to DMs, particularly the technical assessment that the advice is
based upon. We suggest that there is a continuum of approaches to the management of advice to DMs; at one end advice
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based on one assessment model/tool and at the other end a different model/tool used by each expert providing advice.
With some countries favouring the use of a limited number of models and tools, reducing the potential for conflicting
advice. Those that favour several models were seen to have two approaches, one country had many tools and models
available for use by one group of technical experts and the other country has different technical experts using different
tools, leaving it to discussion with the DMs to address conflicts in the data and model predictions. Though we note in the
latter that the most urgent decisions may be taken before most representatives arrive at the decision making centre, so the
initial advice is based on the assessment from a smaller set of tools.
DISCUSSION

We will first briefly consider the information and support needs in the process model and then discuss whether
information and DSS may be used more effectively.
Information and support needs

As previously noted, the activities maybe approached differently in each model but they will all require similar
information and support and provide information and support. We have explored the information and support needs of
each of the activities in the process and the following Table 2 provides a typical illustration of the initial information
needs of each of the activities to be initiated. Where the activities provide both an input to the countermeasure decisions
and to the information provided to the public and media. It needs to be stressed that this is the initial status and these
activities are interdependent tasks. For example once the countermeasures decision has been made this is needed as an
input to the monitoring and technical support and advice to provide support to the ongoing process. There is also
international information, this will involve both providing international information and receiving it, once information is
received from other countries this information will be shared with the others involved. Similarly, the other activities
support the implementation and communication and hence need feedback of the status of implementation and the
communication. This would suggest that all information needs to be shared, however this information is necessary in
different levels of detail. Hence communication and the coordination of the information are key aspects of the process.
This interdependence and interaction aspect of the process highlights that the stage of the process is an important factor
for the necessary information. Hence all these activities will have both phases based on the stage of the accident, the
threat, emergency and recovery phase and also changes based on the status of the other activities e.g. once monitoring
data is available this will be used in models. To explore this, although not all the models make the phases of threat,
emergency and recovery explicit lets use these to discuss the different phases.
Threat

In the threat phase there will be an alert of a potential release and the emergency management process will be initiated.
This will include providing information to the local population. Intensive monitoring will be initiated for the fixed
monitoring systems: both the local NPP and the national systems. The centres, decision-making, technical etc. will
establish and will need information on the situation development. The initial information is from the NPP, and fixed
monitoring and meteorology information. Technical assessment centres will perform initial calculations and run models
to provide initial prognosis and the NPP will provide advice on early countermeasures to the local centre.
The support needs at this phase are good communication systems for both the alert cascade and the transfer of
information. Approaches for the transfer of information are fax, telephone and information systems.
Emergency

In an emergency the information sources from the threat phase will continue and may be the main source initially and
then additional sources of information will be available. In this phase there will be field teams monitoring, assessment
teams running models and performing calculations, advice given to DMs, emergency decision making, communication to
the public and media, and internationally and implementation of emergency countermeasures.
As in the threat phase support needs are good communication systems. In this phase other support needs are trained staff,
monitoring equipment, local resources for implementing countermeasures etc.
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Table 2. The initial information requirements of the activities

There will be need for a change in culture required in the longer term, as people in a wide range of professions and at all levels in society adapt to the changed
circumstances. In the case of Chernobyl, the ETHOS project applied a new approach exploring social and cultural understandings along with more technical
perspectives through multi-disciplinary teams and strong involvement of the local population to reconstruct overall quality of life (Heriard Dubreuil et al., 1999). This
work is being continued in SAGE and Category 3 of EURANOS.

In recovery there will be the same sources of information available. The assessments available will be based on the monitoring information and the focus of the
monitoring will also change. There will be the continuous relaxation of the emergency countermeasures and the implementation of recovery countermeasures. The
issues will be remediation, waste management, health surveillance and the monitoring of food, feed and water. There may be a change in who is coordinating the
decision-making or the implementation, because of this there need to be supporting communication networks to ensure that the information is sent to the necessary
place.

Recovery

Activities
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Use of the Decision support system RODOS

Several DSS have been developed to support nuclear emergency management (French, Carter and Niculae, 2005). Two
are used in several European countries, RODOS (French et al, 2000; Ehrhardt and Weiss, 2000) and ARGOS (Hoe, Jacobsen
and Thykier-Nielsen, 1997), In the four countries we have consider two currently use RODOS, Germany and Slovakia,
and two do not, Belgium and the UK. The question arises whether RODOS, ARGOS or a similar system compatible with the
countries’ models, which we have explored, that do not currently use it, or a similar system? We suggest that as RODOS
and ARGOS both have several countries using them it is either possible to adapt a DSS for a country’s process or the
country’s process can be adapted to incorporate the DSS.
If we consider Germany and Slovakia and use Table 1, we see that the two models are similar in communication style as
they both have a two-level model. Although they have different decision-making approaches, Germany has Local
decision-making and Slovakia National; in both countries RODOS is used at the national level, and in Germany potentially
at the local level as in the example considered. Regarding the use of DSS, Germany has RODOS as their main decision
support system, whereas Slovakia also use other DSS and models. This suggests a DSS like RODOS can be used in
processes with both national and local decision-making, but perhaps used nationally, and it can also be used alongside
other DSS and models.
Belgium has national decision-making and the UK has locally led decision-making. However where they differ to
Germany and Slovakia is that they have a different communication approach; they have a communication system based
around a single decision making centre. Although this relates to how communication is organised it may impact on how
and where systems are used for decision support. If we consider where a DSS, such as RODOS, should be incorporated
into a countries process that has a several technical assessment centres using tools and models, we see there are several
possibilities, the DSS could be used in one centre or maybe in all centres, alongside the current models and tools or
replacing them. However if the DSS were to replace the other tools it would be necessary to ensure that it incorporates all
the focuses and models needed by each of the different responsible authorities, including potentially conflicting models.
This said, these models and tools each have their strengths and weaknesses and bringing them together into a single
larger model may not be possible or result in a better model. The existence of these different approaches, to use a DSS in
a system with several technical assessment centres, reinforces the idea that the process is important when incorporating
new technology.
Scientifically there may be insufficient evidence to support a single interpretation/model. Furthermore, there may be
cultural or political reasons for countries wanting to use multiple models. Whatever the case, in a situation of limited
data a lot of interpretation is needed so those providing advice may prefer to use models that they are familiar with,
models that their organisation regularly uses. Those interacting with the media and public do need to be aware of
different models and data, as they may have to comment and address the issues associated with other models.
There is the argument that using multiple models is too slow in the emergency phase. However in the emergency phase
decisions are based on trigger levels and the full power of tool like RODOS would not be used for the emergency phase
focus, it would be used to look ahead to recovery.
Using decision support systems to support key activities

The comparison identified five types of activities that were common to all emergency management processes:
•

Monitoring

•

Technical support and evaluation

•

Decision making

•

Implementation of countermeasures

•

Communication, both to public and media and to other countries and international bodies.

We draw out the issues in relation to each of these in turn.
Monitoring

Each country has one or more monitoring systems that feed data into the process. In general terms, the design of RODOS,
ARGOS and other DSS recognise this and provide – or are developing – interfaces to receive and integrate all this data.
Internally they lay down an audit trail so that the data that underpins any calculation can be identified. Similar remarks
may be made about meteorological data and predictions. These are downloaded from national meteorological offices and
integrated into the analyses by the DSS. Two questions arise, and we believe are being addressed by the emergency
management communities:
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•

What quality assurance procedures are in place to check the data? In the Three Mile Island accident at least one
piece of monitoring data was ‘wrong’ by a factor of 10, thanks to a decimal point error. It is tempting to assume that
with modern automatic instrumentation such human errors can be avoided, but equipment needs calibrating and
setting, its location needs recording, not always easy for mobile monitors, etc. There is also the issue of different
measurement protocols to consider, are all the measurements comparable. For example consider taking a grass
sample; is this a cutting of the top of the grass or grass and soil? is the sample wet? is it far from surfaces? etc.

•

How are conflicts in the data resolved? When a country has a single monitoring system, there is a comforting lack of
conflict in the data. But when supposedly equivalent data arrives from several sources, there will inevitably be
conflicts. These can be resolved by statistical methods only if the full uncertainties in measurement are understood.
There is a tendency in technical communities to underestimate the uncertainty in data. Essentially they allow only
for ‘measurement error’, forgetting gross instrument error arising in failure modes, calibration errors, communication
errors, and a whole host of other sources that add to the uncertainty.

These issues matter in the design and use of a DSS. For reasons that remain a mystery given the empirical evidence to the
contrary, the output of computers tends to be taken as accurate. Moreover the displays tend to be geographical, i.e. map
based. From our childhood, we encounter maps and generally they are among the most accurate data we meet. So DMs
seeing monitoring data display on maps will ascribe it a degree of confidence that is perhaps unjustified. The
conventional wisdom in the planning of the emergency management processes is that the technical support team will
convey the uncertainty to the DMs. In those processes in which the DMs and technical support team work together
throughout, this would arguably be possible; but in those in which one or two representatives are called into to brief the
DMs relatively quickly, it is not clear that sufficient emphases will be given to the uncertainties.
Technical Support and Evaluation

Both RODOS and ARGOS, and indeed all other DSS, have been designed by those who would serve on the technical support
teams in the emergency management process. Not surprisingly, therefore, the DSS provide the means of analysis and the
displays to support their work. Indeed at the heart of all systems are developments of the computer codes that they used
to use in standalone mode. What perhaps has not been built in is the strong possibility that there will be unique and
unanticipated circumstances to the emergency that require specialised, ad hoc calculations to predict and assess their
impact. The current DSS have been built to support reaction to the sort of accidents that have been envisaged and planned
for during exercises. But while these are the most likely scenarios, they are also the most likely to be controlled and
brought under control simply because they have been anticipated and rehearsed in exercises. Serious accidents and
events arise in part because they are unanticipated and their management requires teams to think through alternative
strategies almost ab initio. By definition DSS are built to deal with anticipated events or aspects thereof. Thus they may
not immediately provide all the information that is required in complex unanticipated emergencies. This means that they
will need either modifying during the event – which is prime facie an unwise approach – or supplementing with ad hoc
calculations undertaken on pre-existing stand alone codes or rapidly written spreadsheet models1. The emergency process
and DSS need to allow routes for such ad hoc calculations to be assimilated into the DSS model chains and databases.
That is, either the process needs to allow the forum in which results are evaluated and interpreted to DMs needs to be open
to receive technical inputs from sources other than a single DSS or the DSS needs to enable the results of other models to
be entered. As we have observed there are countries that favour the limited model approach and that the DSS may be used
by teams in different locations, we suggest that the DSS should be adapted so that all information is available on a
common platform, if only for these cases.
Decision Making

The degree of support offered to DMs by a DSS has been categorised into four levels: see Table 3. Levels 0 to 2 require
displays of data and predictions to the DMs in informative ways that recognise the uncertainty inherent in such
information. The remarks made above in relation to the display of monitoring data apply here also.
However, it is level 3 support that is traditionally thought of as ‘true’ decision making support in that it helps the DMs see
where the balance of their judgements and values lies against more objective evaluations of the outcomes. Web-Hipre has
been successfully integrated into RODOS and VISA has been loosely couple to ARGOS. Both these provide level 3 support.
None of the mapped emergency management processes really envisage such support. As the workshops run under WP4
and in earlier project have shown, the decision making community in emergency management is still coming to terms
with this kind of judgemental support: see EVATECH(WP1)-TN(04)-01.

1

Or models built in equivalent modelling tools.
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Level 0:

Acquisition and checking of radiological data and their presentation,
directly or with minimal analysis, to DMs, along with geographic and
demographic information available in a geographic information
system.

Level 1:

Analysis and prediction of the current and future radiological
situation (i.e. the distribution over space and time in the absence of
countermeasures) based upon monitoring and meteorological data
and models.

Level 2:

Simulation of potential countermeasures (e.g. sheltering, evacuation,
issue of iodine tablets, food bans, and relocation), in particular
determination of their feasibility and quantification of their benefits
and disadvantages.

Level 3:

Evaluation and ranking of alternative countermeasure strategies in the
face of uncertainty by balancing their respective benefits and
disadvantages (e.g. costs, averted dose, stress reduction, social and
political acceptability) taking account of societal preferences as
perceived by DMs.

Table 3. Levels of decision support for off-site emergency management. Decision support can
be provided at various levels, here categorised into four levels. The functions provided at any level
include those at lower levels (Ehrhardt and Weiss, 2000, French et al., 2000).

One issue that needs to be addressed if DSS are to offer real support to the DMs at any level, but particularly level 3 is the
separation between the decision making team and the support teams with the DSS. The paradigm of decision support,
particularly at level 3, requires all parties, DMs, their advisors, any stakeholder representatives to explore and discuss
issues, ideally in a facilitated decision conference (French, 1988). Admittedly traditional decision conferences are time
consuming affairs of 1-2 days length, and therefore do not fit with the urgency of emergency management. However,
Hämäläinen and Leikola (1996) has shown that complex problems can be explored and evaluated using decision analytic
tools under the guidance of a facilitator in a couple of hours. But the emergency management process do recognise
neither the need for a facilitator2. Rather they assume that the DMs will understand the level 0, 1 and 2 information
provided, listen to technical advice and take a decision without need either for level 3 support or the challenge and
catalyst for reflection bought by a neutral facilitator.
Although this approach may not always be appropriate in the emergency phase, it has potential in the recovery phase; in
particular during the recovery phase they will need to interact with the pubic and stakeholder groups. The responses from
the participants in the workshops conducted in the EVATECH project have highlighted this, see EVATECH(WP4)-TN(04)-08.
The process of decision analysis and its tools can of themselves provide mechanisms for very effective interventions.
The prescriptive decision analysis cycle organises the general flow of discussion, moving through issues, one by one,
concentrating on each in turn. This avoids the confusion that can be caused by simultaneously considering many issues
and darting between them: the structure protects the group from hypervigilance. Soft operational research methods help
foster creativity, providing a framework in which to brainstorm effectively. The model structuring, elicitation, evaluation
and sensitivity analysis cycle helps move the discussion forward productively, focusing on one issue at a time.
Sensitivity analysis can defuse heated but irrelevant debate, but concentrating attention on the issues that matter to the
problem at hand. The developing model provides a very effective vehicle for communication. However while Farming,
Strategy and to some extent EVATECH are recognising the need for wider stakeholder interactions the envisaged process
do not seem to have accommodated this fully.
Implementation of Countermeasures

Deciding what to do is a necessary first step – but only a first step – towards implementing the countermeasures and
actually protecting the public and restoring a normality. The implementation process needs support too. In the post
emergency phase of the Chernobyl Accident many databases and Geographical Information Systems were developed to
hold implementation data and monitor the progress of the countermeasure strategies (Morrey, Dovgiy, Yatsalo, Higgins,
Likhtariov, Dreicer, Lochard, Savkin, Demin, Khramtsov, Grekov and Utkina, 1996). In many ways, these

2

A facilitator is someone who holds no responsibility and often little knowledge of the substance of the issues faced,
but is an expert in decision processes and takes responsibility for the process of decision.
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implementation information systems were similar to the tools that we call risk registers3 today and thus we might call
them implementation registers. In an ideal world the emergency management DSS such as RODOS or ARGOS should pass
data on the selected strategies across to implementation registers and indeed the long-term vision for RODOS is that some
later version will contain an implementation register. These implementation registers could also provide an audit trail
and justification; identifying what information was available at the time of decisions and where appropriate identifying
the information that caused decisions to be reconsidered. However, at present there remains a clear need for the
development of implementation registers, whether they are tightly integrated or loosely coupled with the emergency
management DSS.
Communication

There are two types of communication integral to the emergency management process. Firstly, the various centres have
to communicate between themselves and with other countries and international bodies. Standards and technologies for
such communication are being set by such projects as MODEM. Moreover, DSS such as RODOS and ARGOS are adopting
the MODEM standards and requisite interfaces are being provided. The second type of communication is that with the
public and stakeholders. All processes recognise that there is need to have good public communications. However, there
is little recognition in the DSS community that the plots and maps that they produce are in the urgency of the situation be
used as a basis for those public communications. It would be valuable to consider providing ‘simplified’ easily
comprehended plots without distracting technical information to be used in advising the public. Finally, the emergency
management process has local, regional and national levels. The information required at different levels clearly needs to
be displayed to different granularities, i.e. different degrees of detail. This is recognised in the RODOS and ARGOS DSS,
since they both allow the users to ‘zoom’ the maps to appropriate scales. The information overlays always display the
same type of information in the same formats when this is done. For the technical support groups this is fine, since they
tend to support all levels of DMs, local, regional or national. However, for the DMs this is not so obvious. They have
different perspectives and imperatives. Perhaps there is a need to reflect on the detail and granularity of information
supplied at different levels. At present, there is an assumption that since it is the same type of information at all levels, it
can be displayed in the same formats.
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